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Abstract 
This paper presents a new approach to conceptualizing the design of complex assemblies. 
In the past designing individual parts and assembly planning have been treated as two 
separate activities. This paper presents an integrated design approach where assembly 
planning becomes an essential part of the conceptual design activity. A concept called 
datum flow chain (DFC) is introduced to represent the underlying logic of an assembly at 
an abstract level. The paper introduces an approach that integrates a way to relate the 
DFC to the key characteristics (KCs) of a product, identify the most promising assembly 
sequences, and the use of DFC and three-dimensional tolerance analysis to assess the most 
promising sequences and part features. A case study performed on assembly of a family 
of aircraft skin panels is used to illustrate the method. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Most complex assemblies consist of many individual sub-assemblies and parts which are 
made by different suppliers at different locations. Fit-up problems are discovered during 
final assembly when trying to put these parts and sub-assemblies together. Tracking the 
source and cause of these fit-up problems is a very difficult and time-consuming task, 
and most of the time the exact causes cannot be identified. Coordinating the design, 
manufacture, and assembly of such items is difficult and requires special measures and 
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computerized design aids. The current emphasis of CAD on single parts must be replaced 
by some paradigm that integrates parts, design issues, and designers; assembly is proposed 
as that paradigm. This change would shift the focus to providing means for defining 
accurately the relationship between the various parts in the assembly and managing the 
design in terms of mechanical interfaces. This paper introduces a new approach to the 
conceptualization and design of complex assemblies. This approach enables the designers 
to foresee and handle potential assembly problems proactively by performing upstream 
design and analysis of candidate assembly processes. 

The paper presents a new approach to the conceptual design of assemblies. The method 
enables the designer to consider different assembly and process conditions while still at 
a concept stage. It allows the designer to work with incomplete geometries of parts and 
evaluate alternate design concepts using analyses such as assembly sequence analysis, 
fixturing options, tolerance analysis, ability to meet the assembly requirements, etc. This 
enables the designer to look at the consequences of choosing different dimensioning and 
tolerancing schemes on the quality of the final assembly and choice of assembly procedures. 
New methods to represent and analyze assemblies are introduced and presented with 
examples where they have been successfully applied. 

Section 2 describes the motivation behind the work and looks at some previous work in 
this area. Section 3 presents the underlying framework and approach to assembly oriented 
design. It introduces some new concepts to represent and analyze assemblies at a concept 
stage. These concepts are described in greater detail using a case study from the aircraft 
industry in Section 4. Section 5 summarizes the design approach and presents directions 
for future research. 

2 BACKGROUND 

Computer aided design (CAD) support for the design process can be introduced using 
either a top-down or a bottom-up approach. In top-down design environments, the de
signer first generates a functional representation of the design. This representation can 
be in the form of a system of constraint equations, or an implicit design representation 
that corresponds to some functionality. In bottom-up design environments on the other 
hand, the designer develops a mental model of the design and then models it by first con
structing all the individual parts and then putting them together to construct assemblies. 
Current CAD systems provide rudimentary assembly modeling capabilities once parts are 
modeled. These are primarily geometric modeling techniques that simulate an assembly 
drawing and can share geometry centered information between CAD and CAM-oriented 
activities, Gui and Mantyla (1994). 

Most of the assembly modeling capabilities of CAD systems enable the designer to 
position and orient three dimensional solid objects in space, detect interference between 
parts in their nominal form, perform tolerance analysis on the final configuration of the 
assembly, etc. Some of these systems can use constraints like parallel or against to align 
parts but sometimes do so using internal constraint satisfaction algorithms that do not 
permit the designer to choose which surfaces actually carry dimensional constraint from 
part to part and further do not permit a hierarchy to be imposed on the dimensional 
transfer. 

Assemblies have been modeled systematically by Lee and Gossard (1985), Sodhi et a! 
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(1992), Srikanth and Turner (1990), Rocheleau and Lee (1987), and Roy, Banerjee and 
Liu (1989) among others. Such methods are intended to capture relative part location 
and function, and enable linkage of design to functional analysis methods like kinemat
ics, dynamics, and in some cases tolerances. Almost all of them need detailed description 
of parts to start with, in order to apply their techniques. Gui and Mantyla (1994) have 
attempted to apply a function-oriented structure modeling to visualize assemblies and 
represent them in varying levels of detail. Other researchers have studied methods to 
generate assembly sequences [ Defazio and Whitney (1987), Ko and Lee (1987), Wilson 
(1994)] for the assembly starting from the descriptions of the parts constituting the assem
bly. While some have tried to generate all possible sequences, others have tried to identify 
a single optimal sequence subject to certain constraints. There has not been any attempt 
to identify assembly sequences at a concept stage where the geometry of the parts is not 
certain yet and use them to influence the design of the assembly. 

In addition past research has tried to apply the same assembly modeling techniques to 
all types of assemblies, which may not work all the time. We have identified two types of 
assemblies that require different modeling methods because they are assembled by totally 
different means. Type 1 comprises typical machined parts, such as cylinder blocks, that 
are given their mating features (screw holes, bearing pockets, etc.) during fabrication. 
Type 2 includes aircraft and automobile body parts which are usually given some or all 
of their assembly features during the assembly process itself, with the aid of large and 
expensive fixtures. The assembly quality of both kinds of assembly depends crucially on 
a careful choice of dimensional coordinate frame origins combined with careful choice of 
type of mating geometry at points where dimensional constraint is passed from part to 
part. Fixtures must be included in the assembly logic of both types. At the moment, 
such designs are carried out by increasingly rare skilled individuals whose knowledge has 
not been formalized. Much of what they do requires geometric reasoning and an iterative 
design procedure that involves selecting dimensional origins, mating feature types, fixtur
ing strategies, assembly sequences, and tolerances. Errors are frequent and hard to find, 
especially when design is done by less capable people, and there is no systematic top
down design procedure or coordinated supporting tools. Problems on the factory floor are 
hard to diagnose because there is no clear way to present the underlying logic to factory 
personnel in a way they can understand. 

What is missing in current design tools is a way to represent the designer's strategy 
for locating parts with respect to each other, which amounts to the underlying structure 
of dimensional references. We propose a concept called the datum flow chain (DFC) to 
capture this structure. During the conceptual stage of design, it is important to be able to 
study options for assembly strategies and major dimensional and tolerance relationships 
among elements in an assembly before committing to detailed geometry. In addition as will 
be illustrated in this paper, the choice of the assembly procedures can play an important 
role in designing mating features on parts. Current CAD encourages premature definition 
of part geometry and assembly features, allowing designers to skip over consideration of 
this underlying logic. 
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3 APPROACH 

The method described in this paper presents a unified approach to the top-down design 
of assemblies. The method presents several techniques to represent and analyze assem
blies at a conceptual stage of design. The process starts with carefully identifying the 
assembly requirements from the top level customer requirements down to the fabrication 
of individual parts using a method called Key Characteristics (KCs) Lee (1995). KCs are 
intended to capture a few important characteristics of the product, differentiating them 
from the large number of unprioritized tolerances that normally appear on engineering 
drawings. These KCs are expressed first as customer requirements and then translated 
to supporting engineering specifications for assemblies and parts. Three types of KCs are 
defined for this purpose. Product Key Characteristics (PKCs) are the critical features 
on the product at the part and assembly levels that most affect the function, safety, or 
customer satisfaction of the product. When PKCs are established and flowed down to 
the assembly planners, they become a set of requirements for conducting a structured 
assembly process analysis giving rise to assembly features or assembly KCs (AKC) and 
manufacturing process parameters or manufacturing KCs (MKC) during each stage of 
fabrication and assembly. Assembly features are the local geometry regions on parts that 
assemble to like regions on other parts. The KCs are then used to identify important 
datums on parts and subassemblies, and to define relationships between them. A detailed 
description of the three types of KCs can be found in Cunningham et al (1996). 

The DFC assigns a hierarchy to the above identified datums and defines which parts 
locates which other parts in the assembly. A DFC is a graphical representation of the 
designer's strategy to locate the parts with respect to each other, which amounts to spec
ifying the underlying structure of dimensional and datum references on parts constituting 
the assembly. The DFC is used to generate assembly sequences based on geometric con
straints and the orde~ of establishment of these dimensional references. This is done as 
follows: An assembly sequence generator is used to generate all feasible assembly sequences 
for the assembly. The DFC is then used to prune the assembly sequences into a smaller 
set called a family of assembly sequences. All the assembly sequences in a particular fam
ily establish dimensional and datum relationships between parts in the order imposed by 
the DFC. Candidate assembly feature sets are designed that implement the structure of 
dimensional and datum references imposed by a DFC. Candidate DFCs are evaluated and 
compared using criteria such as KC deliverability and tolerance analysis. 

Different procedures are employed for type-1 and type-2 assemblies. For the former, 
the selection of mating features is determined by considering function and is not a part 
of the assembly planning process. For the latter, feature type and location selection is a 
crucial part of the assembly process design. The design of these mating features in both 
types of assemblies places requirements on the assembly and fabrication processes. The 
DFC is then used to construct tolerance chains to perform a three dimensional tolerance 
analysis and choose between assembly sequences and feature sets within the most promis
ing family identified. The end result of the exercise is a location strategy reflected in the 
choice of dimensional datums and their hierarchy (DFC), an assembly feature set, and an 
assembly procedure that satisfies the DFC hierarchy. DFC allows the designer to explore 
the consequences of choosing different dimensioning, locating and fixturing schemes on 
the deliverability of KCs, choice of assembly sequence, assembly feature design. This is 
shown schematically in Fig. 1. 
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Figure 1 A flowchart for assembly oriented design. 

In this view, design of the assembly process is driven directly by customer requirements 
and is implemented by selecting datum flow chains while only a skeleton of the assembly's 
logic and sketches of the parts exist. Detailed part geometry plays almost no role (except in 
the neighborhood of the assembly features), even though assembly sequence and tolerance 
analysis are performed. 

3.1 Datum flow chain 

Assemblies have been modeled up to now in a non-hierarchical way, in terms of providing 
dimensional and locational references. Graphical representations such as the liaison dia
gram DeFazio (1987), used to model assemblies in the past have been undirected graphs 
where the nodes represented the parts and the arcs represented the liaisons (contacts) 
between them. Some hierarchical representations of assemblies have tried to divide as
sembly into sub-assemblies, which in turn were decomposed into sub-assemblies or indi
vidual parts, thus assigning a hierarchy to the assembly. These representations, however, 
do not assign any hierarchy on the order of establishment of liaisons between parts within 
a particular sub-assembly. All connections between parts have been treated as equally 
important and have been thought of as providing connection and fastening. If we want 
to consider establishment and transfer of dimensional location, then some joints must be 
declared more important than others, namely, those which define geometric relationships 
(called mates) as distinct from those that are redundant location-wise and merely provide 
strength or support (called contacts). If these distinctions can be expressed carefully and 
mathematically, then we can construct directed graph representations for dimensional 
transfer in a declarative way, providing a basis for synthesizing tolerance achievement 
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rather than doing tolerance analysis on sets of geometric decisions whose underlying log
ical representation we have no way to represent. We call this directed graph of mates 
the datum flow chain that assigns a hierarchy to the liaison diagram by defining which 
part(s) locates which other part(s) in the assembly. These distinctions cannot be made 
accurately if the design activity starts from a CAD model of the assembly and relations 
between parts are derived from the geometric reasoning. Distinction between mates and 
contacts is illustrated using an example in section 4. 

A datum flow chain is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) representation of the assembly 
with nodes representing the parts and arcs representing dimensional relationships between 
them. Unlike graphical representations in the past, a DFC shows mates only, contacts are 
not represented. The DFC however contains all the parts in the assembly represented 
as nodes. During assembly operations, mates are directly associated with the delivery of 
KCs. Hence a DFC can control the delivery of KCs in an assembly process by controlling 
the order of establishment of the mates. 

A datum flow chain is an ordered graph that captures design intent, connectivity, and 
dependencies such as "Part B's position in the X direction is determined by the position of 
face 1 on Part A; Part C's orientation is determined by two peg-hole joints between it and 
Part B ... " and so on. (As described in more detail below, a datum flow chain is not the same 
as a tolerance chain Bjorke(1978)) Such statements can be made regardless of the detailed 
shapes of these parts and can be the basis for a variety of important design analyses such 
as final assembly shape and shape error, assembly sequence choice, fixture design, and 
assembly time and cost calculations. The idea is to design the interfaces between the parts 
first and study the interconnection logic of those interfaces at the highest feasible level of 
abstraction, and then commit to detailed part shapes. We will then have a way to describe 
and specify assemblies as fairly abstract ordered relationships between coordinate frames 
that have geometric shapes attached to them. A DFC unlike a tolerance chain can thus be 
used at a conceptual stage of design to foresee and influence downstream activities in the 
design cycle. A tolerance chain is simply an undirected path or cycle passing through all 
the mating features on parts in the final assembled configuration and is used to perform 
a tolerance analysis of the assembly. A DFC on the other hand is used to design the 
configuration of the assembly. Examples of both type-1 and type-2 assemblies are given 
in the following section to illustrate these concepts. 

Loops or cycles are not permitted in a DFC. Loops would mean that a part locates 
itself once the entire cycle is traversed, and hence are not permitted. Every arc constrains 
certain degrees of freedom depending upon the type of mating conditions it represents. 
In type-1 assemblies, the sum of the degrees of freedom constrained by all the incoming 
arcs to a node would be equal to six unless there are some kinematic properties in the 
assembly. In type-2 assemblies, the degrees of freedom constrained could be less that six 
as there might be designed mating conditions such as slip joints which can accommodate 
some amount of pre-determined motion until they are fastened, say by rivets or welds. A 
typical DFC would have only one node having a zero indegree (number of nodes incident 
on a particular node) which would represent the part from which the assembly process 
would begin. This is similar in logic to notion of the base part. 

DFC for type-1 assemblies 
Type 1 comprises typical machined parts that are given their mating features during 
fabrication, such as cylinder blocks for engines. Such parts are merely 'put together 'by 
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joining their previously made mating features. The layout logic and datum flow of such 
parts is determined by the designer by considering almost exclusively the desired function 
of the assembly. Assembly quality is achieved by mating the parts without doing damage 
and by fastening according to specifications. In most cases, if the assembly is successful, 
the final nominal positions of the parts with respect to each other will be the same 
regardless of assembly sequence. See Fig. 2 for an example Type 1 assembly and Fig. 3 
for an intuitive depiction of the datum flow chains 

Traditional tolerance analyses of such assemblies usually focus on the final assembled 
state and ask if the parts are correctly located in that state. The DFC will be of use in 
calculating a quite different tolerance, namely the required process capability or Cpk of 
the assembly fixturing and equipment so that small errors in parts, fixtures, and assem
bly equipment will not cause problems during assembly like those illustrated in Fig. 2 . 
Errors caused due to incorrect locating or assembly procedures can also be identified and 
accounted for. 

PLANNED SEQUENCE: 

• RlNG n TO AXTURE" ~ • SHAFT TO RING t:1: 
• MPELLER TO SHAFT 
• RING 11 TO SHAFT SHAFT 

A 

c 

WHAT 
HAPPENS 
4%0< 
THE TIME 

IMPROVED SEQUENCE: 

:=~~O.::,X.:UREH ~ • TRANSFER BOTH TO 
FJXTUAEt:l 

•IMP£LLEA TO SHAFT 
• RINGt2 TO SHAFT 

B 

~ 

D 

Figure 2 Two assembly sequences for a simple device: (deviations shown are exaggerated 
for clarity). (a) The parts are shown disassembled and assembled. (b) the undirected liai
son diagram for the assembly (c) the desired assembly sequence.(d) the improved assembly 
sequence that avoids part damage possible in the desired sequence 

The planned sequence in Fig. 2(c) uses the back surface of the retainer as a locating 
surface. The front being a functional surface is well toleranced to be perpendicular to the 
hole so that the shaft will be perpendicular to the retainer. The back is not a functional 
surface. The sequence in Fig. 2(c) is defeated by the fact that the back of the retainer, not 
well toleranced, tilts the shaft so far that the impeller cannot be assembled by bringing 
it down over the center of the fixture. This is an assembly problem that occurs during an 
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DATUM FLOW CHAIN FOR 
PLANNED SEQUENCE: 

F1+ RING2 +SHAFT + IMPELLER + RING1 

(a) 

DATUM FLOW CHAIN FOR 
IMPROVED SEQUENCE: 

F2 +RING2 +SHAFT 
F3 +SHAFT+ IMPELLER + RING1 

(b) 

315 

Figure 3 Datum flow chains for the sequences illustrated in Fig. 2. (a) planned sequence 
(b) improved sequence 

intermediate stage of the assembly and cannot be detected by a tolerance analysis that 
focuses only on the final configuration of the assembly. This is a real case and redesign to 
improve part tolerances was not permitted, Nevins and Whitney (1989). As a remedy, a 
different sequence is used, Fig. 2(d): after the shaft and retainer are mated, the subassem
bly is transferred to a another fixture that grips the shaft. This sequence worked because 
ring-2 angular error in fixture-2 was not large enough to prevent the shaft from mating 
to it. 

The datum flow chains for the two sequences are shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 3(a) shows 
the datum flow chain for sequence-! which is to be read as follows: fixture-1 provides 
the dimensional reference for RING-2, which provides the dimensional reference for the 
SHAFT, which in turn provides the dimensional reference for the IMPELLER, etc. The 
datum flow chain for the improved chain comprises two distinct chains and employs an 
alternate datum flow logic. Modeling of the assembly process hence requires modeling the 
fixtures as well as the assembled parts themselves because the fixtures are temporarily 
part of the assembly, and the datum flow chains pass temporarily through the fixtures. 

DFC for type-2 assemblies 
The second kind of assembly includes aircraft and automobile body parts which are usually 
given some or all of their assembly features or relative locations during the assembly 
process itself, with the aid of large and expensive fixtures. Assembling these parts requires 
placing them in proximity and then drilling holes or bending regions of the parts, as 
well as riveting or welding. The layout logic of these kinds of parts must include careful 
consideration of the assembly process itself since function alone is not a sufficient guide. 
Assembly quality depends crucially on achieving the desired final relative positions of 
the parts, something that is by no means assured because the parts lack definite mating 
features that tie them together unambiguously. Different datum logic, assembly sequence, 
and fixture design will result in quite different final assembly configurations, errors, and 
quality. See Fig. 4 for an example of a Type 2 assembly and Fig. 5 for an intuitive depiction 
of the datum flow chains. 

In Fig. 4 parts A, B, and C are actually shallow shells or portions of shells. Part C's 
left flange could be bent to more or less than the desired 90 as shown, making the length 
of C uncertain. The overall length of the assembly has a tight tolerance on it. The exact 
amount of overlap between A and B is less important than the overall length. That is, the 
length is a Key Characteristic but the overlap is not. Sequence 1 mates parts A and B 
first in Fixture 1, and then adds part C. The length requirement is not reliably met due 
to the uncertainty in part C's length. Sequence 2 mates parts B and C first on Fixture 
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Figure 4 Two Alternate Assembly Sequences for Three Sheet Metal Parts. 

DATUM FLOW CHAINS 
FOR SEQUENCE 1: 

F1~A 
......_B 

...... c 

DATUM FLOW CHAIN 
FOR SEQUENCE 2: 
a--c-Fa--A 

Figure 5 Possible Datum Flow Chains for the Two Sequences in Fig. 3. 

2 and places them in Fixture 3. (Fixture 2 provides support only and does not control 
any lengths.). Then part A is added to Fixture 3, overlapping part B. A and Bare then 
joined, giving the correct overall length. Sequence 2 is said to "wash the uncertainty to a 
place where it does not matter *." 

Sequence 1 could be made by a datum flow chain which says "Fllocates B with respect 
to A; then B locates C." The chain for sequence 2 may be read as "B locates C; then 
F3 passes C's location to A." The chains shown here pass through the fixtures. When 
the assembly is complete, the fixtures disappear from the chains, which otherwise remain 
sequentially the same. A detailed tolerance analysis of the chains must include the fixtures 
in order to determine conclusively which sequence and fixture plan is better, but sequence 
2 is likely to be better. 

3.2 Datum flow chain: design issues 

As shown in the above two examples, the idea behind the concept of DFC is to create 
nominal interface relationships and establish a location hierarchy for the parts in the 
assembly before any detailed design is done. This enables the designer to explore alternate 

*This terminology is common in the auto industry. 
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assembly sequences, procedures and choice of assembly features to establish the required 
relationships to deliver the KCs. 

In type-1 assemblies the hierarchy imposed by a DFC is useful to plan activities such 
as how to locate a part in a fixture during assembly, what datums on existing parts in 
a sub-assembly should be referred to when trying to assemble a new part, what is the 
fastening sequence in an assembly operation and so on. Such considerations are critical 
to the tolerancing and datum assignment on these parts, and the choice of the assembly 
sequence. Parts cannot be toler anced independently of the parts that they mate with and 
the choice of the assembly sequence. In type-2 assemblies this hierarchy is very critical 
because in addition to determining how the part should be toleranced, the DFC also 
enables the designer to decide the nature, type and placement of mating features on each 
of the mating parts. In addition it can also decide the assembly sequence, fixturing options, 
etc. Incorrect datum assignments or assembly sequence here can lead to incorrect nominal 
assemblies. 

Existing tolerancing standards do not provide much guidance towards the dimension
ing and tolerancing of assemblies and studying the effect of assembly procedures on the 
tolerancing of assemblies. The location strategy imposed by a DFC can be used by the 
designer to evaluate alternate tolerancing schemes and check for the deliverability of KCs. 
DFCs that are not able to deliver KCs can be eliminated right upfront thus eliminating 
several tolerancing schemes and even more assembly sequences. This is useful because 
most of the fit-up problems in assembly are caused due to bad tolerancing and datum 
assignment on parts or incorrect choice of an assembly sequence. Most designers cannot 
foresee the effect of choosing a wrong datum for locating a part during assembly, or the 
effect of choosing an incorrect assembly sequence until final assembly. Hence most of these 
decisions are made re-actively once fit-up problems are discovered. The DFC enables the 
designer to foresee these issues proactively during concept design. 

Some of the concepts described above will be illustrated in the following section, using 
a case study where they were successfully applied. The case study is the assembly of a 
767 horizontal stabilizer skin assembly. The problem was to devise a fixture-less assem
bly process for this assembly. Key characteristics, datum flow, mating feature selection, 
assembly sequence options, and tolerance analysis were all highly important in defining 
capable assembly processes that were able to deliver high quality assemblies without the 
need for fixtures. This study revealed several gaps in the available analysis and design 
techniques that were addressed by the techniques presented here. 

4 CASE STUDY 

4.1 Boeing 767 Upper skin assembly 

The horizontal stabilizer is located at the aft end of the aircraft. The principal require
ments for this structure are to carry the aerodynamic loads while minimizing the drag 
it creates. The assembly under study is the upper-skin assembly shown as a part of the 
assembly in Fig. 6, and is typically 40 feet long and 3 to 6 feet wide. This is an example 
of a type-2 assembly. It consists of four main parts: 
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LOWER SKIN 
ASSEMBLY 

Figure 6 The horizontal stabilizer assembly shown in exploded view. 

• Forward Skin - a long sheet of varying thickness that carries compressive and tensile 
loads and forms the aerodynamic surface. 

• Aft Skin - similar to the forward skin; the aft skin acts as an access panel during 
assembly of the horizontal stabilizer. 

• Stringers- long, slender beams (with Z, I, or J cross- sections) that serve to stiffen 
the skins, along the full length that minimize weight and maximize stiffness. They are 
riveted directly to the skin and fastened to the plus chord. Stringer -3 serves as a splice 
between the two skins (visible in Fig. 6), while the other stringers are fastened to just 
one of the skins. 

• Plus Chord- a heavy heat-treated, machined extrusion that forms the top of the pivot 
rib at the root of the main torque box, where maximum loads in the stabilizer are 
absorbed. The complex geometry and intricate processing steps make the final shape 
of the plus chord difficult to control. 

Shims are used to fill assembly gaps between the plus chord and the stringers, with 
each made to a different thickness by hand. The actual skin assembly is contoured along 
the forward to aft axis and along the length of the stabilizer. 

4.2 Key characteristics of the assembly 

The upper skin assembly is affected by load certification and aerodynamic requirements 
and these two issues produce three PKCs of importance to the discussion of AKCs below: 

Structural loads require the parts making up the pivot rib be accurately aligned (di
mensionally +/- 0.005in), which flows down to: 

• PKC -1: upper plus chord alignment to spar end fittings. 
Spar and its end fittings not shown. The skin gaps must be accurate and consistent 
(nominal +/- 0.030in), which flows down to: 
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Figure 7 (a) PKCs for the upper skin assembly; PKC-1 and 2 are coupled (b) AKC- 1 
and 2 for the assembly 

• PKC -2: gaps between the skins on the upper skin assembly and those on the Forward 
Torque Box and Fixed Trailing Edge, and 

• PKC -3: gap between the forward and aft skins of the upper skin assembly. 

Four AKCs were identified for this assembly process from which the most important 
ones are being discussed here to illustrate our method. 

• AKC -1: Plus chord angle relative to aft skin aft edge - when this angle is 
incorrect, either the plus chord does not align to the end fittings (PKC -1) or the 
skin assembly does not have the proper gaps with the Forward Torque Box and Fixed 
Trailing Edge skins (PKC -2), so time-consuming re-work is required. Fig. 7(a) shows 
how PKC -1 and PKC -2 become coupled and Fig. 7(b) depicts the angle identified as 
AKC -1 that delivers both PKCs. 

• AKC -2: Plus chord position fore/aft relative to the aft edge of the aft skin 
- when this is incorrect, its effect is not seen until final assembly of stabilizers to the 
center box when the mates between the stringers in the center box and the plus chord 
are attempted and the parts are found to be misaligned. 

A detailed description of the KC identification and flowdown process for the assembly 
can be found in Cunningham et al(1996). 

4.3 Existing skin assembly process 

The current process makes use of expensive hard fixtures to establish part locations and 
relies heavily on operator adjustment to overcome part and process variation, and cus
tom shimming to fill out inconsistent assembly gaps. A schematic of the current assembly 
process is shown in Fig. 8. Although the process delivers an acceptable product "for down
stream assembly process, it is very inflexible and an expensive way to achieve it. It was 
desired to replace this inflexible assembly process with an alternate assembly process that 
would be independent of hard locating fixtures. 

The datum flow chain for this assembly process is illustrated in Fig. 9. The DFC shows 
that the fixture contains all the datums needed to establish the relationships between 
all the parts. The parts are held with respect to each other on the fixture and then are 
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1 ) Stringers Tack Fixture 

Figure 8 Current assembly sequence in a dedicated assembly fixture 

Fwd 
skin 

trl-2 
_.... EXPLICIT DATUM TRANSFER 

CONTACT WITHOUT 
DATUM TRANSFER 

Fw Sk: Fwd Skin; Sp Str: Splice Stringer 
A Sk: Aft Skin; + Ch: Plus Chord 
Str N: Other Stringers 
F: Fixture; Supp: Suppon 

Figure 9 Datum flow chain for the existing assembly process 

fastened together to construct the assembly. Note the distinction between the solid and 
dashed lines in the DFC. The solid lines indicate a mate which signifies explicit transfer of 
dimensional constraint while the dashed line indicates a contact which is merely a fasten 
or support. 

Contacts are shown as dashed lines in Fig. 9 only for the purpose of illustrating the 
difference between contacts and mates 

4.4 Unified top-down approach to flexible assembly design 

To make the assembly process more flexible and independent of hard locating fixtures, a 
flexible assembly concept was explored. This concept is based on using accurate mating 
features on parts to locate other parts that they mate with in the assembly. These features 
are called assembly features as their primary function is to locate a part with respect 
to its mating parts. Without any analysis, we could define a set of tightly toleranced 
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Aft-skin Aft-skin 

Family-1 
EditEd set. of ss:pn::es = 44 

Family-2 
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Figure 10 Three candidate DFCs evaluated for this assembly using assembly sequence 
and tolerance analysis. Family-3 appeared most promising. 

features on every part to be used during assembly so all mates would be accomplished. 
For example the upper skin assembly could be constructed by drilling accurate holes on the 
skins and stringers, and simply pinning these features together during assembly. However, 
because these parts are very long and are subjected to variations caused by thermal 
expansion and the shot peening process, a closer look shows that this approach would 
require high capability machines to create all these features, increasing the manufacturing 
costs. Assembly features such as edges, surfaces, holes, and slots are all candidates. Any 
choice of these must be tested using tolerance analysis to verify their ability to deliver the 
AKCs. 

We propose a more structured and methodical approach to flexible assembly. Instead of 
tightening tolerances on every set of mating features on all the parts, we focus on the part 
mates that are associated with the realization of the AKCs. Not all assembly sequences will 
deliver the AKCs with the same level of accuracy, as different sequences tend to control 
different part interfaces. There were 1507 feasible assembly sequences for this assembly 
and the task was to identify the set of sequences among these that would best deliver 
the KCs. The DFC imposes a location hierarchy on the assembly which translates into 
precedence constraints on the assembly procedures and sequence. These constraints are 
used to prune the assembly sequence set into a smaller set of assembly sequences, called 
families. Three different DFCs as shown in Fig. 10, and the sequences within each family 
were evaluated for deliverability of KCs using tolerance analysis. Careful examination of 
the AKCs reveals that there are no AKCs associated with the skin-stringer interface and 
so it is really not very critical to control this interface. Other interfaces are critical; e.g. the 
plus chord-skin interface achieves AKC- 1 and -2. Family-3 appeared most promising as it 
explicitly delivers the AKC 1 and 2 and washes the variation at the least critical location. 
The DFC finally chosen was a variation of the DFC used for family-3 and is shown in 
Fig. ll(a). It washes the variation to the plus-chord stringer interface at stringer-3 and 
to the skin-stringer interface at all other stringers. This family had six sequences after 
the assembly precedence constraints imposed by the DFC were applied. The assembly 
sequence chosen was: construct the aft-skin, forward skin and splice stringer subassembly 
first and then assemble the resulting subassembly to the plus-chord. 
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Figure 11 (a) DFC for the proposed assembly design (b) KC delivery map for the 
assembly showing mates that deliver the PKCs 

Next a set of assembly features is designed that implements the location logic imposed 
by the DFC. These selected assembly sequences and several proposed assembly feature sets 
are then evaluated for process planning issues, tolerance stackup, etc. to finally identify 
the best few sequences that control the right interfaces to repeatably deliver all the KCs, 
without driving the costs too high. A suggested feature set, is shown in Fig. 12 arising 
from the location hierarchy imposed by the DFC shown in Fig. 11. The mating features 
were chosen to locate parts with respect to each other and to absorb thermally induced 
size differences between parts . These features are formed during fabrication along with all 
the other features such as edges and surfaces. The holes were chosen for location and the 
slots to account for variation caused due to thermal expansion and shot peen growth. The 
mating features are joined with temporary bolts until permanent fasteners are installed. 
The final assembly is constructed by riveting through these features and knocking out the 
temporary fasteners, as slots are not allowed in the final assembly. 

5 SUMMARY 

This paper presented a unified approach to the top-down design of assemblies. The ap
proach integrates assembly sequence and fixturing methods to the design, dimensioning 
and tolerancing of assemblies. This approach enables the designers to foresee and handle 
potential problems proactively by performing upstream design and analysis of candidate 
assembly processes. The concept of datum flow chain is introduced as a design tool to 
represent design intent and control the design of assembly processes. It enables the de
signers to explore the assembly and tolerance consequences of choosing among different 
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Figure 12 Sketch of the skin assembly parts with mating features to support fixture-less 
assembly. The mating features were chosen to locate the parts to each other via the DFC 
shown in Fig. 11 . Superimposed on the figure are shown tolerance chains arising from the 
DFC which are used to perform a tolerance analysis on the assembly. 

locating schemes, feasible assembly sequences, choices of assembly mating features, and 
tolerances on the location and shape of these features. 

The techniques presented were applied successfully on t he fixture-less design of an 
aircraft assembly with promising results. This research will increase our understanding of 
how to model mechanical assemblies for the purpose of analyzing them very early in the 
product design cycle. It provides recommendation for new research on the development 
of CAD tools that can shift the focus from geometry centered part design approach to 
wards an assembly oriented design approach. Our future work involves developing further 
and formalizing the idea of the datum flow chain. A prototype design sketcher is being 
created that can create DFCs, visualize them on the computer and connect them to the 
required analyses such as tolerance and assembly sequence analysis. 
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